Chi Ni experience now available over four course lunch menu

New Delhi, April 12, 2016: The After winning hearts of Delhi gourmands, Chi Ni - the Chinese fine dining restaurant at Dusit
Devarana New Delhi will now be introducing its innovative oriental fusion menu for lunch throughout the week.
Starting April 11, 2016, guests will be able to enjoy an elaborate oriental spread over four courses specially curated by Chef Ban that
include delicate soups, refreshing appetizers and scrumptious mains finished off with perfectly balanced desserts. Guests will also
have the option of choosing from an elaborate A’ la carte menu offering a selection of gastronomical delights.
Priced at INR 2900 (plus taxes) for vegetarian and INR 3200 (plus taxes) for non-vegetarian respectively, Chi Ni’s lunch menu will
feature delicacies such as Ash gourd soup, Lettuce wrapped chicken, Wasabi shrimp , Wasabi veg shrimp with a choice of rice or
noodles available in vegetarian as well as non-vegetarian. Desserts will offer an array of options such as Splendid Baked Yoghurt and
Senses of

Chocolate.

Perched atop a manicured hill overlooking the iconic stained glass boat created by Lek Bunnag amongst the setting of Dusit
Devarana New Delhi, Chi Ni has been designed by Bob Puccini. The restaurant also showcases the iconic artwork by Korean artist
Park Seung Mo titled ‘illusion’ and is accessorised by Shanghai Tang. The 140-cover restaurant offers a chic and elegant vibe with
private dining rooms, bar chairs, winery as well as cosy alfresco seating. The restaurant houses a live kitchen along with Chef’s
interactive tables allowing guests a magnificent view of skilled chefs carefully preparing their favourite dishes.
Get ready to make summer lunches even more memorable, be it ladies lunches, corporate lunches or a light get together with friends
and family with Chi Ni’s four course lunch menu amidst the magical landscape setting of Devarana.
Reservations can be made by contacting the hotel directly at 011-30158657 or via the Dusit Devarana New Delhi’s online
reservations service www.devarana.in

Venue: Chi Ni, Dusit Devarana New Delhi
Date: Every day from April 11, 2016
Time: 12:30 – 15:00 hrs
Price: Rs.2900 ++ (vegetarian) and Rs.3200 ++ (non-vegetarian) per person

About Chef Ban
Chi Ni represents our very own Specialty Chef Ban’s version with his strong traditional background of large families and warmth in
food-making. Chef Ban with over 20 years of experience in the industry with Chinese modern cuisine, Szechuan Cold-Hot Cuisine,
Hong Kong Cantonese Cuisine, Malaysian local cuisine and Singapore Chinese, has left his mark across continents like Singapore
and United Kingdom. He now brings to India the amalgamation of concepts reflective of the brand, the locale and appealing to the
Indian audience.So, get ready to celebrate Chi Ni’s delectable oriental flavours amidst the nature’s lap. We bet you haven’t tried
Chinese the Chi Ni way before.

Chi Ni New Delhi
Chi Ni is a Bird Hospitality initiative inspired by the liberated art of cooking at Kai Mayfair to bring the same individuality and
eccentricity that the brand represents. Chi Ni features an extensive menu of innovative fusion in oriental delicacies prepared with full
respect towards tradition. Offering new age contemporary Chinese cuisine with live kitchen, spectacular view of the water bodies and
warm and elegant interiors, Chi Ni has made a mark as one of the most interesting dining experiences in the capital city.
Perched atop a manicured hill overlooking the iconic stained glass boat created by Lek Bunnag amongst the setting of Dusit
Devarana New Delhi, the restaurant design has been done by Bob Puccini. The restaurant also showcases the iconic artwork by
Korean artist Park Seung Mo titled ‘illusion’ and is accessorised by Shanghai Tang. The 140-cover restaurant offers a chic and
elegant vibe with private dining rooms, bar chairs, winery as well as cosy alfresco seating. The restaurant houses a live kitchen
along with Chef’s interactive tables allowing guests a magnificent view of skilled chefs carefully preparing their favourite dishes.

Perfectly located between the historical attractions of New Delhi and corporate hub of Gurgaon, Chi Ni is the first of its kind
restaurant under a tent canopy. To find out more about Chi Ni, please visit www.devarana.in
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